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What better way to make your Honda 
truly yours than adding Honda Genuine 
Accessories? For extra luggage capacity, 
improved comfort, rugged protection, 
enhanced performance or just a better 
looking bike, we've got everything 
covered. Built with the same attention 
to detail as your Honda, supported by 
a 2-year warranty*, our accessories will 
perfectly suit your bike, adding to its 
value. Ask your local Honda dealer how 
to make your Honda Adventure bike 
truly yours.

MAKE YOUR 
HONDA 
TRULY 
YOURS

CONTENTS

CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN  
ADVENTURE SPORTS (NEW)

05

CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN (NEW) 13

VFR1200X CROSSTOURER 21

VFR800X CROSSRUNNER 27

X-ADV 35

NC750X (UPDATED) 41

CB500X 49

*2-year warranty only applicable on genuine accessories. Special 
conditions apply to accessories developed with Honda partners. 
Ask your local Honda dealer for more information.
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75 105kW 
@ 7,500 rpm

Nm 
@ 6,250 rpm mm

MAX POWER 
OUTPUT MAX TORQUE

GROUND  
CLEARANCE

250

ACCESSORIES
    ADVENTURE SPORTS

The NXR750 dominated the Paris-Dakar Rally from 1986 to 1989, 
winning the trophy 4 years in a row. Back then, the 22 day race 
started in Paris and ended in Dakar in Senegal, crossing nearly 
15,000km of African desert. Gilles Lalay won the 1989 Paris-Dakar 
Rally on this motorcycle with its distinct Rothmans design.

Honda NXR 750 Paris-Dakar
H
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LUGGAGE LUGGAGE

42 LITRE ALUMINIUM TOP-BOX WITH BASE
08ESY-MKS-LGALU

Made of strong and light aluminium, this 42L top box can store one full face 
helmet and much more. It comes equipped in standard with a backrest for the 
pillion. Fitted with the one-key Honda system, this top box can be operated using 
the same key as your Africa Twin CRF1100L. Thanks to the included base, it can  
be installed directly on the rear carrier of the Africa Twin Adventure Sports. 
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs 
• Weight: 6 kgs 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm):  403 × 403 × 323
This kit includes:
• 42 L Aluminium Top Box (08L73-MKS-E00) 
• Top Box Base (08L80-MKS-E00)

ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS

ALUMINIUM PANNIERS SET
08ESY-MKS-PNALU

Made of strong and light aluminium, this set includes 2 panniers presenting a capacity 
of 33L on the right side and  37L on the left. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, the 
panniers can be operated using the same key as your motorcycle. The stay included is 
made of stainless steel, finished with electrolytic polishing to prevent corrosion and 
ease cleaning operations. The Right and the Left Pannier have the same specifications 
but different shapes.
• Maximum load weight: 10 kgs 
• Weight: 5.6 kgs • Dimensions (L × W × H in mm):  555 × 390 × 265
This kit includes:
• Right Pannier (08L75-MKS-E00) 
• Left Pannier (08L76-MKS-E00)
• Panniers Stay (08L77-MKS-E00)

INNER BAGS FOR ALUMINIUM 
LUGGAGE
08L82-MKS-E00

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the Aluminium Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also 
attached directly onto the motorcycle. Finally, a shoulder 
strap makes it easy to carry.

08L84-MKS-E00 
Set of 2 inner bags specifically designed to fit the right and 
the left aluminium panniers. Same specifications as the top 
box inner bags.

INNER BAGS FOR PLASTIC
LUGGAGE
08L81-MKS-E00

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the 58L Plastic Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also 
attached directly onto the motorcycle. A shoulder strap 
makes it easy to carry.

08L83-MKS-E00 
Inner bag specifically designed to fit the right or the 
left plastic pannier. Same specifications as the top box 
inner bag.

PLASTIC PANNIERS SET
08L71-MKS-E00

Specifically designed for the new Africa Twin, this set of panniers boast an impressive capacity 
of 30 litres on the right side, and 40 litres on the left. Designed to offer a flat surface between 
them and the rear seat, they can ideally welcome the load of wide equipment on top. And 
yet, while the load is in place, it will still be possible to open and close the panniers. One full 
face helmet can be stored in the left pannier, and when the bike is on side stand, the base of 
the pannier will prevent it from falling out. Based on a robust two-layer shell, these panniers 
benefit from the protection of their lid perimeter frames, that can be replaced, if need be. 
Fitted with a one-key Honda system, they can be operated using the same key as your Africa 
Twin CRF1100L and they are perfectly secure thanks to a double catch LID lock.
• Weight: Right= 6.2kg / Left = 6.9kg 
• Maximum load weight: 6 kg on both sides 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm): Right = 505 × 295 × 415 / Left =  505 × 330 × 415

EASY 35L TOP BOX PACK
08ESY-MKK-TBCOM18

This top box has a capacity of 35L, so it can accommodate 
an off-road type helmet. The kit includes:
• Backrest to improve the pillion comfort
•  One-key system allows to operate the top box  

by using with the bike’s ignition key
• Base to mount the top box on the rear carrier

4.5 LITRE TANK BAG
08L85-MKS-E00

Thanks to its transparent pocket, this waterproof Tank 
Bag is the perfect solution to store a smartphone and 
connect it to the USB port of the motorcycle (depending on 
smartphone specifications / connectors not included). 
  A one-touch buckle and a magnet keep this Tank Bag 
firmly attached to the bike.
• Capacity: 4.5 Litres
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg

3-LITRE TANK BAG
08L89-MKS-E00
This light and compact Tank Bag features a transparent pocket 
and it's ideal to store small personal items. Unnoticeable while 
steering the bike, this Tank Bag is firmly attached thanks to a  
one-touch buckle and a magnet. A rain cover is included.
• Capacity: 3 Litres
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg

INNER BAG FOR 35-L TOP BOX 
08L75-MJP-G51

Black nylon bag with embroidered silver Honda wing 
logo on the top and red zippers. Expandable from 
15 to 25L. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and 
carrying handle.

58 LITRE PLASTIC TOP BOX WITH BACK REST 
AND BASE
08ESY-MKS-LGPL

With a large capacity of 58L this plastic top box can store two full face helmets and 
much more. Its highly durable shell is designed for Adventure touring. Fitted with 
a one-key Honda system, it can be operated using the same key as your Africa Twin 
CRF1100L. Thanks to the patented design of its lid knob, it is also possible to access and 
secure your equipment without using the key. This Top Box comes with a specific back-
rest and it can be installed directly onto the rear carrier thanks to the base included.
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs 
• Weight: 7.2 kgs 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm): 440 × 590 × 370
This kit includes:
• 58L Plastic Top Box (08L70-MKS-E00) 
• Back Rest (08L79-MKS-E00)
• Top Box Base (08L78-MKS-E00)

11APR2019  A MonoC Design MKSA logotypes

£1,145.00 £1,270.00 £50.00 / £75.00 £895.00

£530.00 £55.00 £115.00 £85.00

£120.00 / £60.00£965.00
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COMFORT

ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS KIT
08ESY-MKS-FL20

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights with all necessary components for 
fitment to the front side pipe (sold separately). Increase the visibility for the 
rider and make them more noticeable for the surrounding traffic.
•  Operated directly with the handlebar switch and signaled on the TFT  

monitor when activated
• 2 LED lamps of 11W
This kit includes:
• Front Led Fog Lights (08V73-MKS-E00)
• Front Led Fog Lights Attachment (08V70-MKS-E00)

VISORS SET
08R73-MKS-E20

Sharpening the design of the Africa Twin Adventure Sports, the visors improve the rider's 
comfort by reducing the pressure of the air flow around the arms and the shoulders.

DEFLECTORS SET
08R71-MKS-E20

The deflectors reduce the pressure of the air flow around the 
waist and the knees while funnelling the warm air emitted 
by the radiator.

LOW SEATS
08R73-MKS-E00ZA   |  08R73-MKS-E00ZB |  08R73-MKS-E00ZC

The standard seat of the Africa Twin can be adjusted to 2 positions providing a 
seat height of 850 or 870mm. The low Seats lower the seat height by 25mm 
(825 or 845mm). Available in 3 colours to match your motorcycle
• 08R73-MKS-E00ZA: Red
• 08R73-MKS-E00ZB: Blue / Black
• 08R73-MKS-E00ZC: Black

HIGH SEAT
08R70-MKS-E20ZB  |  08R70-MKS-E20ZC

The standard seat of the Africa Twin can be adjusted to 2 positions providing a seat 
height of 850mm or 870mm. The High Seats increase the seat height by 25mm  
(875mm or 895mm). Available in 2 colours to match your motorcycle
• 08R70-MKS-E20ZB: Black
• 08R70-MKS-E20ZC: Red

COMFORT PILLION STEPS SET
08R71-MJP-G50

Deluxe pillion foot pegs made of aluminium and rubber. They 
are wider than the standard pegs for increased comfort. 

PROTECTION

FRONT SIDE PIPE 
WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MKS-L2FR

Providing a strong Adventure look, the Front Side Pipe 
improves the protection of the body. Made of stainless 
steel and finished with electrolytic polishing, it is resistant 
to corrosion and easy to clean. It can be used to fit the 
Front Fog Lights (sold separately).

This set includes:
• Front Side Pipe (08P70-MKS-E20)
• Attachment (08P75-MKS-E00)

RADIATOR GRILLS
08F71-MKS-E00

Made of stainless steel and featuring a "CRF" logo, 
these Radiators Grills give your Africa Twin the ultimate 
Adventure touch. Their original mesh pattern combines 
ideal cooling capabilities and protection.  

SIDE TANK PADS
08R75-MKS-E20

These reinforced side pads are specifically designed to fit the tank 
shape. They protect the paint against scratches and give better 
control for the rider in a standing position.

ENGINE GUARD WITH ATTACHMENT 
08ESY-MKS-ENG

The Engine Guard protects the engine and the lower part  
of the bike. Made of stainless steel and finished with  
electrolytic polishing.

This set includes:
• Engine Guard (08P71-MKS-E00)
• Attachment (08P75-MKS-E00)

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

RALLY STEPS SET
08R79-MKS-E00

With their aggressive spike shape and a surface 57% 
larger than the standard ones, these Rally Steps improve 
the control during off-road riding.

QUICK SHIFTER
08U70-MKK-D01

By measuring the intensity of the shifting input, the quick 
shifter enables the rider to change gears without operating 
the clutch lever or shutting the throttle. The system works 
for upshifting and downshifting, maximizing the riding 
experience. (For MT version only)

WHEEL STRIPES SET
08F70-MKS-E20ZD
08F70-MKS-E20ZE

Available in 2 colours to match the different versions of the 
Adventure Sports, these Wheel Stripes improve the design and add 
some protection to the rims. Each set includes 2 pieces for each 
wheel.   Recommended application:
• 08F70-MKS-E20ZD: Pearl Glare White
• 08F70-MKS-E20ZE: Darkness Black Metallic

DCT PEDAL SHIFT
08U70-MKS-E50

This kit enables the rider to change gear in the traditional 
'1 down - 5 up' format by using the left foot. It works 
alongside the handlebar shift triggers giving the rider the 
choice of using either at any point.
(For DCT Version only).

11APR2019  A MonoC Design MKSA logotypes

£410.00 £275.00 £290.00 £55.00

£100.00 £455.00

£465.00 £50.00 £50.00

£145.00 £195.00 £100.00

£705.00 £100.00
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SUPER PACK ALU* SUPER PACK PLASTIC* TRAVEL PACK ALU* TRAVEL PACK PLASTIC*
CONTENT 08HME-MKS-L2FLAL 08HME-MKS-L2FLPL 08HME-MKS-L2TRALU 08HME-MKS-L2TRPL

42 Litre Aluminium Top-Box with base • •
Aluminium Panniers Set with Stay • •
Inner Bag for Aluminium Top Box • •
Aluminium Panniers Inner Bags Set • •
58 Litre Plastic Top Box with Back Rest and Base • •
Plastic Panniers Set • •
Inner Bag for 58 Litre Top Box • •
Inner Bag for Plastic Panniers • •
4.5 Litre Tank bag • • • •
Front LED Fog Lights Kit • •
Deflectors Set • • • •
Visors Set • • • •
Radiator Grills • •
Front Side Pipe with attachment • • • •
Engine Guard with attachment • •
Main Stand • • • •
PRICES £3,675.00 £3,160.00 £2,485.00 £1,970.00

Perfect combination 
  of accessories with 
 special prices.
H

* Compatible with DCT or MT versions

ACCESSORIES PACKS

 
CRF1100L
AFRICA TWIN 
ADVENTURE SPORTS

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS

MAIN STAND
08M70-MKS-E00

The Main Stand allows secure parking on a variety of ground surfaces and assists with maintenance 
operations.

HONDA OPTIMATE TM 296 CHARGER
08M51-LIT-501

High efficiency diagnostic charger and tester for Lithium batteries (LiFePO4 / LFP). Perfect to charge and maintain batteries 
sized from 2 to 100 Amp-hour. Program controlled by microprocessor. Fully sealed. Cables length: 2m (Input or Output cables). 
Wall mounts included.

Pearl Glare White TricolorDigital Black Metallic

11APR2019  A MonoC Design MKSA logotypes

Image for illustrative purposes only. £205.00 £150.00
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75 105kW 1084 cc 
Parallel Twin

Nm 
@ 6,250 rpm mm

MAX POWER 
OUTPUT MAX TORQUE

GROUND
CLEARANCE

250

ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L 
AFRICA TWIN

H
Africa Twin reaches new heights
In 2017, the Africa Twin broke the record for the highest altitude 
reached by a twin-cylinder motorcycle. After 5 days of acclimatisation, 
a team of 5 five riders piloted the Africa Twin onto the slopes of the 
world’s highest active volcano, the Nevado Ojos del Salado - located 
between Argentina and Chile. Reaching 5,965 metres above sea 
level, the international team completed  its ascent within 24 hours 
with Africa Twin specially equipped with Termignoni exhaust, revised 
final sprockets, new Metzeler MC360TM tyres and a range of Honda 
genuine accessories, Their route took them - in temperatures as low as 
minus 5 degrees Celsius - through broken asphalt, gravel, mud, sand 
and finally stretches of ice pockets known as ‘penitentes’, underlining 
once again the Africa Twin’s credentials as the best-performing off-road 
motorcycle in its class.

PGM FI

MODE
G

G-SWITCH

DCT

PLRS
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HECS3
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

LUGGAGE LUGGAGE

42 LITRE ALUMINIUM TOP-BOX WITH BASE
08ESY-MKS-LGALU

Made of strong and light aluminium, this 42L top box can store one full face 
helmet and much more. It comes equipped in standard with a backrest for the 
pillion. Fitted with the one-key Honda system, this top box can be operated using 
the same key as your Africa Twin CRF1100L. Thanks to the base included, it can be 
installed directly on the rear carrier of the Africa Twin Adventure Sports. 
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs 
• Weight: 6 kgs 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm):  403 × 403 × 323
This kit includes:
• 42L Aluminium Top Box (08L73-MKS-E00) 
• Top Box Base (08L80-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately 

ALUMINIUM PANNIERS SET
08ESY-MKS-PNALU

Made of strong and light aluminium, this set includes 2 panniers presenting a capacity of 33L 
on the right side and 37L on the left. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, the panniers can be 
operated using the same key as your motorcycle. The stay included is made of stainless steel 
finished with electrolytic polishing, to prevent corrosion and ease cleaning operations. The 
Right and the Left Pannier have the same specifications but different shapes.
• Maximum load weight: 10 kgs 
• Weight: 5.6 kgs • Dimensions (L × W × H in mm):  555 × 390 × 265
This kit includes:
• Right Pannier (08L75-MKS-E00) 
• Left Pannier (08L76-MKS-E00)
• Panniers Stay (08L77-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately

INNER BAG FOR 58 LITRE PLASTIC 
TOP BOX
08L81-MKS-E00

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the 58L Plastic Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also 
attached directly onto the motorcycle. Finally, a shoulder 
strap makes it easy to carry.

INNER BAG FOR PLASTIC PANNIER
08L83-MKS-E00

Specifically designed to fit the right or the left plastic pannier.
Same specifications as the top box inner bag.

58 LITRE PLASTIC TOP BOX 
WITH BACK REST AND BASE
08ESY-MKS-LGPL

With a large capacity of 58L this plastic top box can store two full face 
helmets and much more. Its highly durable shell is designed for Adventure 
touring. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, it can be operated using the 
same key as your Africa Twin CRF1100L. Thanks to the patented design of 
its lid knob, it is also possible to access and secure your equipment without 
using the key.

This Top Box comes with a specific backrest and it can be installed directly 
onto the rear carrier thanks to the base included.
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs 
• Weight: 7.2 kgs 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm): 440 × 590 × 370
This kit includes:
• 58L Plastic Top Box (08L70-MKS-E00) 
• Back Rest (08L79-MKS-E00)
• Top Box Base (08L78-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately

PLASTIC PANNIERS SET
08L71-MKS-E00

Specifically designed for the new Africa Twin, this set of panniers boast an impressive capacity of 
30 litres on the right side, and 40 litres on the left. Designed to offer a flat surface between them 
and the rear seat, they can ideally welcome the load of wide equipment on top. And yet, while the 
load is in place, it will still be possible to open and close the panniers. One full face helmet can be 
stored on the left pannier, and when the bike is on side stand, the base of the pannier will prevent it 
to fall out. Based on a robust  two-layer shell, these panniers benefit from the protection of their lid 
perimeter frames, that can be replaced, if need be. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, they can 
be operated using the same key as your Africa Twin CRF1100L and they are perfectly secure thanks 
to a double catch LID lock.
• Weight: Right  6.2kg  |  Left 6.9kg 
• Maximum load weight: 6 kg on both sides 
• Dimensions (L × W × H in mm): Right  505 × 295 ×  415  |   Left   505 × 330 × 415  

EASY 35L TOP BOX PACK
08ESY-MKK-TBCOM18

This top box has a capacity of 35L, so it can accommodate an 
off-road type helmet. The kit includes:
• Backrest to improve the pillion comfort
•  One-key system allows to operate the top box  

by using with the bike’s ignition key
• Base to mount the top box on the rear carrier

3 LITRE TANK BAG
08L89-MKS-E00

This light and compact Tank Bag features a transparent 
pocket and it's ideal to store small personal items. 
Unnoticeable while steering the bike, this Tank Bag 
is firmly attached thanks to a one-touch buckle and a 
magnet. A rain cover is included.
• Capacity: 3 Litres
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg

INNER BAG FOR 35-L TOP 
BOX 
08L75-MJP-G51

Black nylon bag with embroidered silver 
Honda wing logo on the top and red zippers. 
Expandable from 15 to 25L. Comes with 
adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle.

4.5 LITRE TANK BAG
08L85-MKS-E00

Thanks to its transparent pocket, this waterproof Tank Bag is 
the perfect solution to store a smartphone and connect it to 
the USB port of the motorcycle (depending on smartphones 
specifications / connectors not included). A one-touch buckle 
and a magnet keep this Tank Bag firmly attached to the bike.
• Capacity: 4.5 Litres
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg

£530.00

INNER BAGS FOR ALUMINIUM 
LUGGAGE
08L82-MKS-E00

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the Aluminium Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also 
attached directly onto the motorcycle. Finally, a shoulder 
strap makes it easy to carry.

08L84-MKS-E00 
Set of 2 inner bags specifically designed to fit the right and 
the left aluminium panniers. Same specifications as the top 
box inner bags.

REAR CARRIER & PANNIERS BRACKET
08L88-MKS-E00ZA

Rear Carrier made from light aluminium with grips for the pillion or to ease 
the handling of the bike.
The Brackets allow to fit the plastic panniers directly on the bike (no 
stay needed).

£1,145.00 £1,270.00 £895.00 £120.00 £60.00

£530.00 £55.00 £85.00£115.00

£50.00 | £75.00

£430.00
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

COMFORT

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS KIT
08ESY-MKS-FL20

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights with all necessary components for fitment to 
the front side pipe (sold separately). Increase the visibility for the riders and make 
them more noticeable for the surrounding traffic.
•  Operated directly with the handlebar switch 

and signaled on the TFT monitor when activated.
• 2 led lamps of 11W 

This kit includes: 
• 08V73-MKS-E00 - Front Led Fog Lights
• 08V70-MKS-E00 - Front Led Fog Lights Attachment

HEATED GRIPS WITH ATTACHMENT
08T72-MKS-E00

Operated by using the handlebar switch, the five levels of temperature of these heated grips 
are displayed on the TFT monitor. They present the same thickness as the standard grips.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MKS-E00

Installed on the control panel, this 12V Socket is ideal to power or charge 
electrical equipment.

HIGH WIND SCREEN
08R76-MKS-E00

175 mm taller than the standard one, this High Wind Screen improves the rider's 
comfort by reducing the air flow around the head and the arms. Fit directly in 
replacement of the short screen and comes with a specialized meter visor.
Made of heavy-duty polycarbonate with a hard coating surface.

VISORS SET
08R78-MKS-E00

Sharpening the design of the Africa Twin, this polycarbonate Smoked Visor with the CRF 
logo reduces travelling air around the rider's arms and shoulders.

DEFLECTORS SET
08R72-MKS-E00

The deflectors reduce the pressure of the air flow around the waist and the 
knees while funnelling the warm air emitted by the radiator.

LOW SEAT 
08R73-MKS-E00ZA  |  08R73-MKS-E00ZB  |  08R73-MKS-E00ZC

The standard seat of the Africa Twin can be adjusted to 2 positions providing a seat 
height of 850 or 870mm. The low Seat lowers the seat height by 25mm (825 or 845mm).

• 08R73-MKS-E00ZA - Red
• 08R73-MKS-E00ZB - Blue & Black
• 08R73-MKS-E00ZC - Black

HIGH SEAT 
08R70-MKS-E20ZB  |  08R70-MKS-E20ZC

The High Seats increase the seat height by 25mm (875 or 895mm).

• 08R70-MKS-E20ZB - Black
• 08R70-MKS-E20ZC - Red

COMFORT PILLION STEPS SET
08R71-MJP-G50

Deluxe pillion foot pegs made of aluminium and rubber. They 
are wider than the standard pegs and increase the comfort.

COMFORT

£465.00 £265.00 £50.00

£120.00 £60.00 £50.00

£145.00 £195.00 £100.00
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

PROTECTION

FRONT SIDE PIPE WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MKS-L1FR

Providing a strong Adventure look, the Front Side Pipe improve the protection of the 
body. Made of stainless steel and finished with electrolytic polishing, it is resistant to 
corrosion and easy to clean. Can be used to fit the Front Fog Lights (sold separately).

This set includes:
• 08P70-MKS-E00 - Front Side Pipe
• 08P75-MKS-E00 - Attachment

ENGINE GUARD WITH ATTACHMENT 
08ESY-MKS-ENG

The Engine Guard improve the protection of the engine and the lower part of the bike.  
Made of stainless steel and finished with electrolytic polishing. 

This set includes:
• 08P71-MKS-E00 - Engine guard
• 08P75-MKS-E00 - Attachment

RADIATOR GRILLS
08F71-MKS-E00

Made of stainless steel and featuring a "CRF" logo, these Radiators Grills 
give your Africa the ultimate Adventure touch. Their original mesh pattern 
combines ideal cooling capabilities and protection.

SIDE TANK PADS
08R81-MKS-E00

These reinforced side pads are specifically designed to fit the tank shape. They 
protect the paint against scratches and give a better control for the rider in a stand-up 
position.

KNUCKLE GUARDS EXTENSION
08P72-MKS-E00ZD  |  08P72-MKS-E00ZC

Available in red or black, these Knuckle Guard Extensions improve the comfort and 
the protection of the hands.
• 08P72-MKS-E00ZD - Red
• 08P72-MKS-E00ZC - Black

WHEEL STRIPES SET
08F70-MKS-E00ZD  |  08F70-MKS-E20ZD  |  08F70-MKS-E20ZE

These Wheel Stripes improves the design and add some protection to the rims.  
Each set includes 2 pieces for each wheel. 
• 08F70-MKS-E00ZD - Red
• 08F70-MKS-E20ZD - White
• 08F70-MKS-E20ZE - Black

SMOKE WIND SCREEN
8R70-MKS-E00

Add an extra touch of toughness to the front end of your Africa Twin with this smoke 
wind screen (same shape and dimensions as the standard one).

RALLY STEPS SET
08R79-MKS-E00

With their aggressive spike shape and a surface 57% larger than the standard ones, 
these Rally Steps improve the control during off-road riding.

DCT PEDAL SHIFT 
08U70-MKS-E50

This kit enables the rider to change gear in the traditional 1 down - 5 up format by using the 
left foot. It works alongside the handlebar shift triggers giving the rider the choice of using 
either at any point. (For DCT Version only).

QUICK SHIFTER
08U70-MKK-D01

Made of stainless steel and featuring By measuring the intensity of the shifting 
input, the quick shifter enables the rider to change gears without operating 
the clutch lever or shutting the throttle. The system works for upshifting and 
downshifting, maximizing the riding experience. (For MT version only).

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

£380.00 £275.00 £290.00

£55.00 £30.00

£100.00 £455.00 £705.00

£80.00 £100.00
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Grand Prix Red (CRF Red)Matt Ballistic Black Metallic

ACCESSORIES PACKS

OFF-ROAD 
RED DCT

OFF-ROAD 
BLACK DCT

OFF-ROAD 
RED MT

OFF-ROAD 
BLACK MT

SUPER PACK 
ALU

SUPER PACK 
PLASTIC ELECTRIC

TRAVEL 
PACK ALU

TRAVEL PACK 
PLASTIC

CONTENT 08HME-MKS-
L1RDCT

08HME-MKS-
L1BDCT

08HME-MKS-
L1RMT

08HME-MKS-
L1BMT

08HME-MKS-
L1FLALU

08HME-MKS-
L1FLPL

08HME-MKS-
EL20

08HME-MKS-
L1TRALU

08HME-MKS-
L1TRPL

Radiator Grills • • • •
Side Tank pads • • • •
Front Side Pipe with attachment • • • • • • • •
Engine Guard
with attachment • • • •
Rally Steps Set • • • •
Quick Shifter • •
DCT Pedal Shift • •
Smoke Wind Screen • • • •
Wheel Stripes set *R380* • • • •
42-Liter Aluminium 
Top-Box with base • •
Rear Carrier • • • •
Aluminium Panniers 
Set with Stay • •
Inner Bag for 
Aluminium Top Box • •
Aluminium Panniers Inner 
Bags Set • •
58-Liter Plastic Top Box with 
back rest and base • •
Plastic Panniers Set • •
Inner Bag for 58-Liter Top Box • •
Inner Bag for Plastic Panniers • • •
4.5-Liter Tank bag • • • •
Front LED Fog Lights Kit • • •
Grip Heaters with Attachment • • •
12V Socket • • •
High Wind Screen • •
Deflectors Set • •
Visor Set • •
Knuckle Guards ** • • • •
Main Stand • •

 

CRF1100L
AFRICA TWIN 

* Compatible with DCT or MT versions
** Accessories included are matching the main colour of the motorcycle

ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

MAIN STAND
08M70-MKS-E00

The Main Stand allows secure parking on a variety of ground surfaces and assists 
with maintenance operations.

HONDA OPTIMATE TM 296 CHARGER
08M51-LIT-501
High efficiency diagnostic charger and tester for Lithium batteries (LiFePO4 / LFP). Perfect to charge and maintain batteries sized from  
2 to 100 Amp-hour. Program controlled by microprocessor. Fully sealed. Cables length: 2m (Input / Output cables). Wall mounts included.

£205.00 £150.00

PRICES £1,565.00 £1,565.00 £1,775.00 £1,775.00 £3,960.00 £3,470.00 £680.00 £2,780.00 £2,315.00
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ACCESSORIES
CROSSTOURER 
VFR1200X

LH

RH

KEY FEATURES

PGM FI

ABS

DCT

PLRS

HECS3

HISS

HMAS

HSTC

95 3kW 
@ 7,750 rpm

MAX POWER 
OUTPUT

DCT
SPORT MODE WITH SEAT HEIGHT

850mmLEVELS

The blogosphere is buzzing about guys next 
door starting round-trip journey to Japan 
with the Crosstourer. From South America to 
Italia, you don’t have to dig deep to find local 
entrepreneurs or  sports  teachers counting on 
their daily VFR1200X to accomplish the greatest 
escape of their lives.

T he globe trotter machine!
H
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CARGO NET
08L63-KAZ-011

A black, flexible net to hold your luggage 
securely to the Rear Carrier or Pillion Seat.

INNER BAG FOR TOP BOX OR PANNIERS
08L09-MGH-641

Black inner bag which fits perfectly within the Top Box or Panniers, allowing you to easily take your gear with you. Features carrying 
handle, adjustable shoulder strap, black zips and grey Honda Wing logo.

39L TOP BOX
08L71-MGH-N01

39L Capacity, allowing this top box to store 1 Full-Face helmet and more.
Features a locking quick-detach mounting system. Aluminium Colour.
It must be combined with:
• 08Z70-MGH-640 - Top Box Bracket*
• 08M70-MJE-D03 - Cylinder Inner Kit*
*Sold Separately.

TOP BOX BRACKET
08Z70-MGH-J20 

Required for fitment of the top box. Features floating system which 
minimises the impact of cargo weight on the bike’s handling.

PANNIER SET
08L70-MGH-N01

Set of specially designed, square and fully integrated 35L (RH) and 39L (LH) aluminium coloured 
panniers. Left pannier can contain most full-face helmets. Direct fitment on the bike, making use of 
existing mounts meaning no need for pannier brackets and stays. Can be locked/unlocked using the 

ignition key. Cylinder inner kit required for each pannier (sold separately). 

HEATED GRIPS 5-STEP & 
ATTACHMENT
08T72-MGH-N13

5 position temperature adjustment. Wiring 
harness connecting to the inside of the cowl 
for easy set up. Auto heater-off function, 
activated by holding switch 2 seconds. 

SIDE DEFLECTOR KIT
08R70-MGH-J20

Set of L&R fairing deflectors in black 
polyurethane which strongly minimise 
rider and pillion turbulence.

LOW SEAT
77200-MGH-N20MA

20mm lower than standard seat.

FRONT FOG LAMP ATTACHMENT KIT
08V70-MGH-J21

This kit is required to fit the Front LED fog lamp kit. 

ALARM & FOG LAMP DRIVER BRACKET 
KIT

08Z73-MGH-640

Required to install alarm and/or Front LED fog lamp kit. 

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS
08V72-MGS-D30

Pair of adjustable, bright white LED Front Fog Lights, for those gloomy days and nights or  
when riding in fog. Must be combined with Fog Lights Attachment Kit (08V70-MKA-D80),  

Cowl Guard (08P71-MKA-D80), and Relay Kit (08A70-MGS-D30).

TANK PAD 
08P70-MGH-J20

Adhesive-backed tank pad helps to protect tank paintwork from 
scratches and rubbing. 

FUEL LID COVER
08P61-MJM-800A

Carbon effect fuel lid cover.

COWL GUARD KIT 
08P71-MGH-J20

Tubular aluminium anodised cowl decoration kit developed to emphasize the 
bikes rugged appearance.

LUGGAGE COMFORT

ACCESSORIES
CROSSTOURER
VFR1200X

LH

RH

PROTECTION

£655.00 £105.00 £780.00

£100.00 each

£20.00

£245.00 £115.00 £145.00 £425.00   | £530.00 |  £60.00

£360.00 £45.00

£20.00
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LUGGAGE

ACCESSORIES
CROSSTOURER
VFR1200X

LH

RH

DCT FOOT SHIFT KIT
08U70-MGH-J20

Left foot operated ride-by-wire adjustable foot shift pedal. 
Mechanical and electrical pre-sets already present on the bike 
for easy installation.

MAIN STAND KIT 
08M70-MGH-642

Facilitates cleaning and rear wheel 
maintenance plus allows more secure 
parking on uneven surfaces.

AKRAPOVIČ EXHAUST
08F88-MGH-916

Item contains:
-  Conical Hexagonal shape muffler – ZAA shape 

(Stainless steel inlet / titanium outer sleeve  
with welded bracket / carbon fibre end cap with noise reduction insert)

- Laser engraved Akrapovič logotype and homologation markings
- Fitting kit
- Standard Akrapovič packaging box
- Meets ECE R41-02 noise regulation

AVERTO ALARM KIT
08E72-MGH-640

A compact alarm unit with 118db siren and back-up 
battery. Features low-consumption sleep mode to 
protect the battery from draining plus movement and 
shock detector with 8 sensitivity settings.

ALARM MAGNETIC 
SWITCH 
08E70-MCS-G40

This switch allows the pillion seat to be 
removed without setting off the Averto 
alarm system. 

U-LOCK 123/217 
08M53-MEE-800

U-Lock with tamper-resistant barrel key.

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

PACKS ADVENTURE* TOURING* SPORT* DCT 
CONTENT 08HME-MGH-AD16 08HME-MGH-TO16 08HME-MGH-SP17 08HME-MGH-DCT16

39L Top Box • • •
Pannier Set • •
Inner Bag •
Front LED Fog Lights •
Cowl Guard Kit • •
Heated Grips 5-Step & Attachment • •
Side Deflector Kit • •
DCT Foot Shift Kit •
Akrapovič Exhaust •
Tank Pad • 
Main Stand Kit • • •
PRICES  £3,175.00 £1,755.00 £1,705.00 £895.00

ACCESSORIES PACKS
CROSSTOURER
VFR1200X

* Compatible with all models

Pearl Glare White Candy Prominence Red Candy Prominence Red
Graphite Black

CHARGER OPTIMIZER 
OPTIMATE 5
08M51-EWA-801U
The new Honda Optimate 5 saves batteries from 
as low as 2V and will then charge and maintain 
the battery, all automatically.
Battery range : 15-192 Ah
Usage : MF / AGM,STD, GEL, EFB batteries

£560.00 £1,050.00

£405.00 £35.00 £140.00 £110.00 £90.00
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MJMA  VFR800X   CROSSRUNNER logo size 1/1
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NH-463M
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MAT MEDIUM
SILVER

METALLIC

MAT LIGHT
SILVER

METALLIC

ACCESSORIES
CROSSRUNNER 
VFR800X

KEY FEATURESKEY FEATURES

PGM FI

ABS

LED

FULL LED

PLRS

HECS3

HISS

HMAS

HSTC

78 kW 
@ 10,250 rpm

MAX POWER 
OUTPUT

815 mm - 835 mm

ADJUSTABLE  
SEAT

Litres

FUEL TANK

20.8

The love story between Honda and the V4 4-Stroke 
DOHC engines started 40 years ago. Designed 
to challenge the 2 strokes dominating the Road 
Racing World Championship, the NR500 started the 
lineage of Honda bikes sharing the DNA rooted in 
the Crossrunner: the unique flexibility, smoothness 
and purity of output provided by a V4 engine.
 

What’s not to love with the V4?
H

The first Honda V4 engine developed in 1978 for 
the Road Racing World Championship
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LUGGAGE

ACCESSORIES
CROSSRUNNER
VFR800X

LUGGAGE
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BACKREST PAD FOR 31L 
TOP BOX
08F75-MGE-800

Additional pillion backrest pad that mounts on 
the top box lid. 

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L56-MGE-800A

This black bag fits into the 31L perfectly, giving you approx 
20L of carrying capacity that you can quickly and easily 
take with you. 

Features black zippers and black Honda Wing logo plus 
adustable shoulder strap and carrying handle. 

45L TOP BOX
08L74-MJN-D01ZA
08L74-MJN-D01ZG
08L74-MJN-D01ZR

This 45L Top Box with Backrest is colour-matched to 
the bike and can store 2 full-face helmets and more. 
Features a locking quick-detach mounting system. 
(NH-B53P - Pearl Glare White). 
3 colours available:
- Candy Prominence Red (D01ZA)
- Pearl Glare White (D01ZG)
- Matt Balistic Black Metallic (D01ZR)
Must be combined with the following items 
(sold separately):
- Cylinder Body Kit (08M71-MJE-D01)
- Rear Carrier (08L70-MJM-D60ZA)
- Rear Carrier Bracket (08L74-MJM-D10)

31L TOP BOX
08L71-MJM-D00ZC - PEARL GLARE WHITE
08L71-MJM-D00ZF - CANDY PROMINENCE RED
08L71-MJM-D00ZG - MATT BALLISTIC BLACK METALLIC

This 31L Top Box with Backrest is colour-matched to the bike and can 
store 1 full-face helmet and more. Features a locking quick-detach 
mounting system, double link hinges and integrated sealing. Must be 
combined with the following items (sold separately):
- Cylinder Inner Kit (08M70-MJE-D03)
- Cylinder Body Kit (08M71-MJE-D01)
- Rear Carrier (08L70-MJM-D60ZA)
- Rear Carrier Bracket (08L74-MJM-D10)

DELUXE INNER BAG FOR 45L 
TOP BOX
08L81-MCW-H60

Light grey nylon bag with black zippers and black 
embroidered Honda Wing logo on front pocket. 
Expandable from 21L to 33L, with a front pocket that can 
contain an A4-size file. Features an adjustable shoulder 
strap and carrying handle. 

PANNIER SET
08L70-MJM-D10ZC | 08L70-MJM-D10ZH | 08L70-MJM-D10ZJ

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated 29L panniers, colour-matched to your 
bike. The left pannier can hold most full-face helmets.
3 colours available:- Pearl Glare White (D10ZC)- Candy Prominence Red (D10ZH)- Matt Ballistic Black 
Metallic (D10ZJ). Must be combined with 2 key cylinders to order separately (08M70-MJE-D02).

PANNIER INNER BAGS SET
08L56-MGE-800B

A set of two fashionable black pannier inner bags with 
black zippers and black Honda Wing logo. Boasting 18L of 
carrying capacity each plus handles and straps, these bags 
fit the 29L panniers perfectly.

PANNIER INNER BAND SET
08L45-MGE-800

Elastic bands to support and keep the luggage secure in the 
panniers. Includes one centre buckle and four hooks for easy 
and secure strapping.

TOP BOX MAT AND STRAPS SET
08P11-MGE-800

Variable length elastic bands with buckle that keeps items 
secure in Top Box. Includes a mat to create a flat floor in the 
Top Box. 

CARGO NET
08L63-KAZ-011

A black, flexible net to hold your luggage securely  
to the Rear Carrier or Pillion Seat.

REAR CARRIER BRACKET
08L70-MJM-D60ZA

Required for the installation of any 31/45L top boxes.

REAR CARRIER
08L74-MJM-D10

Required for the installation of any 31/45L top boxes.

£405.00 £35.00 £50.00 £335.00

£305.00

£50.00 £85.00

£780.00 £120.00 £35.00

£20.00 £20.00
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COMFORT

ACCESSORIES
CROSSRUNNER
VFR800X

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN
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FOG LIGHT ATTACHMENT
08V70-MJM-D60

This attachment is required in order to install the LED front fog lights. 

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS
08V72-MGS-D30

Pair of adjustable, bright white LED Front Fog Lights, for those gloomy days and nights 
or when riding in fog. Must be combined with Fog Lights Attachment Kit  
(08V70-MKA-D80), Cowl Guard (08P71-MKA-D80), and Relay Kit (08A70-MGS-D30). 

KNUCKLE GUARD KIT
08P70-MJM-D40

Set of two knuckle guards to further improve rain and wind protection. 

12V ACCESSORY SOCKET
08U70-MJM-D00

12V Power Socket allows you to power or charge electrical equipment 
directly from the bike. The quartet harness is included for installation. 

TANK PAD (HRC LOGO)
08P61-KAZ-800B

Adhesive-backed tank pad in a carbon fibre effect and featuring 
the HRC logo. Helps to protect tank paintwork from scratches 
and rubbing. 

COWL GUARD
08P70-MJM-D60ZA

Required for installation of the LED Fog light. 

REAR HUGGER
08F70-MJM-D10

Protects your shock absorber from dirt and road salt splashed 
from the rear tyre. 

SPYBALL ALARM SYSTEM & 
ATTACHMENT 
08E50-EWN-800E 
08E70-MJM-D00

Vibration sensing alarm system. Please note, this 
system is not compatible with the magnetic switch. 
This attachment is required for installation of the 
alarm system.

U-LOCK
08M53-MFL-800

U-Lock with tamper-resistant barrel key.

OUTDOOR COVER 
08P34-BC3-801 

Water-resistant, breathable fabric that allows 
the bike to dry while covered and protects 
paintwork against UV rays to guard against 
fading. Features a rope to tighten the cover 
to avoid fluttering in the wind plus two holes 
near the front wheel for easy use of U-lock.

QUICK SHIFTER
08U70-MJM-D60

Quick Shifter to provide easy operation and comfort. 

AKRAPOVIČ TITANIUM SLIP-ON 
MUFFLER 
08F88-MJM-917

Delivering great looks and increased performance, this 
street legal Titanium Slip-On Muffler features laser engraved 
Akrapovič logo, and conforms to EURO4 regulations.

MAIN STAND 
08M70-MJM-D60

Facilitates cleaning and rear wheel 
maintenance plus allows more secure 
parking on uneven surfaces. 

OUTDOOR COVER 
(COMPATIBLE WITH TOP BOX/PANNIERS)
08P34-MCH-000 

Water-resistant breathable fabric that allows the 
bike to dry while covered and protects paintwork 
against UV rays to guard against fading. Features 
a rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering in the 
wind plus two holes near the front wheel for easy 
use of U-lock. Can be used when the top box and/or 
panniers are installed.

SECURITY & MAINTENANCEPROTECTION

£425.00  |  £340.00 £114.00 £94.00

£230.00 £130.00 £20.00

£335.00 £945.00

£225.00 | £90.00 £285.00 £75.00 £150.00 £95.00
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PACKS ADVENTURE PACKS LUGGAGE PACKS
CONTENT 31 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box 31 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box

31L Top Box • •
45L Top Box • •
Pannier Set • • • •
Front LED Fog Lights • •
Cowl Guard • •
Main Stand Kit • • • •
COLORS 31 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box 31 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box

Pearl Glare White 08HME-MJM-AD1531B 08HME-MJM-AD1545B 08HME-MJM-LU1531B 08HME-MJM-LU1545B

Matt Ballistic Black Metallic 08HME-MJM-AD1731A 08HME-MJM-AD1745A 08HME-MJM-LU1731A 08HME-MJM-LU1745A

Candy Prominence Red 08HME-MJM-AD1731B 08HME-MJM-AD1745B 08HME-MJM-LU1731B 08HME-MJM-LU1745C

PRICES  £2,435.00 £2,420.00 £1,695.00 £1,615.00

Matt Ballistic Black Metallic Pearl Glare White Candy Prominence Red

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
CROSSRUNNER
VFR800X

CROSSRUNNER
VFR800X
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ACCESSORIES
X-ADV

PGM FI

SWITCH
G

G-SWITCH

DCT

PLRS

KEY FEATURES

HECS3

SMK

LED

LED LIGHTS

HSTC

40.3 68kW 
@ 6,250 rpm

Nm 
@ 4,750 rpm

MAX POWER 
OUTPUT MAX TORQUE MODE

G

Tougher than the rest!H
During the 2019 edition of the Gibraltar Race, Renato Zocchi 
steered the X-Adv to the Class 2 victory in this especially tough 
7,000-km rally from Baltic Sea to Atlantic Ocean. The seasoned 
off-road rider not only won his class but also put himself as 
seventh overall in the event, beating out the competition of 
purpose-built dirt bikes and adventure tourers. While the X-Adv 
was specially prepared with extra wheel travel and ground 
clearance Zocchi kept the footboards and drove its DCT version 
on Gravel mode. Another proof that no matter where you want 
to go, the X-ADV is tougher than the rest to get you there!
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LUGGAGE

ACCESSORIES
X-ADV

COMFORT

35L TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L75-MJP-G51

Black nylon bag with embroidered silver 
Honda wing logo on the top, with red zippers. 
Expandable from 15 to 25L. Comes with 
adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handles.

DELUXE INNER BAG - TOP BOX 
(45L)
08L81-MCW-H60

Light grey nylon bag with black zippers and black 
embroidered Honda Wing logo on front pocket. 
Expandable from 21L to 33L, with a front pocket that can 
contain an A4-size file. Features an adjustable shoulder 
strap and carrying handle.

EASY 35L TOP BOX KIT
08ESY-MKH-TB17

Aluminium look 35 litre Top Box able to carry 1 full face helmet and 
more. Complete pack including the one key system that allows to 
operate by simply using the key bike and a backrest for the pillion. 
Must be combined with a rear carrier available in 2 colours (Sold 
separately).

REAR CARRIER
08L70-MKH-D00ZA - MATT ALPHA SILVER METALLIC
08L70-MKH-D00ZB - MATT BALLISTIC BLACK METALLIC
Rear Carrier required to fit the 35L or 45L Top Boxes.
Dimensions: 235 × 275 × 22.5mm.
2 colours available.

45L TOP BOX KIT
08ESY-MKH-TB17ZK - MATT BULLET SILVER
08ESY-MKH-TB18ZU - GRAND PRIX RED
08ESY-MKH-TB18ZV - MATT PEARL GLARE WHITE
08ESY-MKH-TB19ZW- MATT MOONSTONE SILVER METALLIC
08ESY-MKH-TB19ZX - MATT ARMORED GREEN METALLIC
45 litre Top Box able to carry 2 full-face helmets and more. This top box is available in 5 colours to match the 
X-ADV. Complete pack including the one key system that allows operating by using the key of the bike.
Must be combined with a rear carrier available in 2 colours (Sold separately).

LED FOG LIGHT KIT
08ESY-MKH-FLK17

Set of 2 additional LED headlights with all necessary 
components for fitment to the front side pipe. 
Increase the visibility for the riders and make him more 
noticeable for the trafic surrounding him. 
Front side pipe also included in this pack. 

FRONT SIDE PIPE KIT
08P70-MKH-D00

Silver Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s 
fairing as well as providing a mount for the 
LED Fog Lights.

DEFLECTOR PACK
08ESY-MKH-DFL17

Channel the air flows around the X-ADV and improve rider comfort during long journeys.  

HEATED GRIPS KIT
08ESY-MKH-HGA17

Thin and fully integrated with the other command, this 
set of heated grips are controled through a 5-position 
switch on the left hand side. 

LEG DEFLECTOR KIT
08R70-MKH-D00

A set of left and right polyurethane deflectors that fit to the fairing  
and extend the amount of wind protection around the legs of the rider. 

HAND GRIP COVERS
08TUC-COV-GRIP
This specifically designed covers will keep you warm and dry 
without damaging the slick look of your X-ADV.
• Neoprene outer covering
• Synthetic fur thermal padding on the back of the hand
• Rigid opening with elastic windproof adjuster
• Compliant with Genuine X-ADV hand protectors

FOOT DEFLECTOR KIT
08R72-MKH-D00

A set of two polyurethane Foot Deflectors that offer increased wind protection.

£360.00 £430.00 £55.00

£50.00 £300.00

£935.00 £295.00 £365.00 £59.00

£130.00  |  £80.00 £50.00
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PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

ACCESSORIES
X-ADV

ACCESSORIES PACKS

FLOOR PANEL KIT
08F70-MKH-D00

A set of left and right floor panels featuring the X-ADV logo.

TERMIGNONI EXHAUST
08F99-MKH-900

The main structure of this exhaust is in stainless steel.with the silencer sleeve  
in titanium and rear carbon cap. Street legal

AKRAPOVIC EXHAUST
08F88-MKH-900

The main structure of this exhaust is in stainless steel. The silencer sleeve is in titanium, 
and both rear cap and protection are in carbon. Street legal

AVERTO ALARM SYSTEM
08E70-MGH-640

A compact alarm unit with a 118db siren and a  
movement and shock detector, featuring 8 sensitivity 
settings. A back-up battery and a low consumption 
sleep mode ensure the battery is protected from 
draining. Must be combined with: 
- Alarm Connector (08E70-MKH-D20)* 
- Magnetic Switch (08E70-MCS-G40)* 
*Sold separately.

ALARM ATTACHMENT 
KIT

08E70-MKH-D20

Connector needed to install the Averto 
alarm sold separately.

ALARM MAGNETIC 
SWITCH

08E70-MCS-G40

This switch allows the pillion seat to be 
removed without setting off the Averto 

alarm system.

SPYBALL ALARM SYSTEM
08E50-EWN-800E

Vibration sensing alarm system. Please note, this 
system is not compatible with the magnetic switch. 

Must be combined with (08E70-MKH-D20)*           
Sold separately. 

U-LOCK
08M53-MFL-800

Tamper resistant barrel  
key U-lock: 105 × 245mm

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

PACKS TOURING TRAVEL CITY COMFORT
CONTENT 35 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box 35 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box

Easy 35L Top Box Kit • •
45L Top Box Kit • •
35L Top Box Inner Bag •
Deluxe Inner Bag - Top Box (45L) •
LED Fog Light Kit • • • • •
Front Side Pipe Kit • • • • • •
Heated Grips Kit • • • • • •
Leg Deflector Kit • •
Foot Deflector Kit • • •
COLORS 35 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box 35 Litre Top Box 45 Litre Top Box 08HME-MKH-CITY17 08HME-MKH-CO17

Silver Rear Carrier (NH-B73M) 08HME-MKH-TOZA 08HME-MKH-TR17ZA

Black Rear Carrier (NH-A86M) 08HME-MKH-TOZB 08HME-MKH-TR17ZB

Matt Armored Green Metallic
with Black Rear Carrier (G-208)

08HME-MKH-TO19ZX 08HME-MKH-TR19ZX

Matt Moonstone Metallic Silver 
Metallic with Silver Rear Carrier 
(NH-378C)

08HME-MKH-TO19ZW 08HME-MKH-TR19ZW

Matt Bullet Silver with Silver Rear 
Carrier (NH-389M)

08HME-MKH-TO17ZK 08HME-MKH-TR17ZK

Matt  Pearl Glare White with Black 
Rear Carrier (NH-B54P)

08HME-MKH-TO18ZV 08HME-MKH-TR18ZV

Grand Prix Red with Black  
Rear Carrier (R-380)

08HME-MKH-TO18ZU 08HME-MKH-TR18ZU

PRICES  £ 1,950.00  £ 1,830.00 £ 1,790.00  £ 1,705.00  £ 620.00  £ 1,130.00

Matt Armored Green 
Metallic

Matt Moonstone Silver 
Metallic

Grand Prix Red Matt Bullet Silver Matt Pearl Glare White

£965.00  |  £840.00

£170.00

£335.00 £135.00 £35.00 £225.00 £95.00
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ACCESSORIES
NC750X

The Dual Clutch Transmission made its worldwide 
debuts for motorbikes in 2010 with the Honda VFR1200F. 
Now entering its 3rd generation and downsized to 
suit mid-displacement bikes, the DCT is completely 
different from the belt-type transmissions used by most 
scooters: it is structurally a conventional 6-speed gear 
ratio transmission, yet electronically controlled when 
changing speeds. Keep the fun of a manual transmission; 
enjoy the comfort of an automatic one!

PGM FI

HSTC

DCT

KEY FEATURES

HECS3

SDBV

LED

LED LIGHTS

745 cc 
Parallel Twin

ENGINE
FUEL 
CONSUMPTION

3.5 1
HELMET 
STORAGE

 l/100 km

Do you really need a left lever  
to enjoy riding?
H
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LUGGAGE

ACCESSORIES
NC750X

LUGGAGE

TOP BOX INNER BAG (35L)
08L09-MGS-D30

Black nylon bag with silver Honda Wing Logo on 
front pocket. Expandable from 15 to 25L. Front 
pocket can contain an A4-size file. Comes with 
adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle. 

INNER BAG FOR 39L TOP BOX
08L39-RTB-INNER

Black nylon inner bag with stylish print, red coloured zips 
and Honda logo on the front. Includes front pocket that can 
hold an A4 size file. Features an adjustable shoulder strap 
and carrying handle.

45L TOP BOX KIT
08ESY-MKA-TB45

45-litre Top Box able to carry 2 full face helmets 
and more. 

Complete pack including the one key system that 
allows to operate by simply using the key bike, and 
a sturdy bolt-on carrier. 

Lid featuring brushed alu-look panels.

Remark: backrest not included.

BACK REST FOR 45L TOP BOX
08P60-MBT-801

Additional upper backrest pad for superior pillion comfort.

DELUXE INNER BAG - TOP BOX 
(45L)
08L81-MCW-H60

Light grey nylon bag with black zippers and black embroidered 
Honda Wing logo on front pocket. Expandable from 21L to 33L, 
with a front pocket that can contain an A4-size file. Features an 
adjustable shoulder strap and carrying handle.

29L PANNIERS KIT
08ESY-MKA-P29

Specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated with the NC750X, 
these 29-litre capacity Panniers are operated with the key of the bike.
Featuring brushed alu-look lid panels. Must be combined with the rear 
carrier (08L70-MKA-D80 / sold separately).

PANNIER INNER BAG
08L79-MGS-J30

Set of two strong, light grey, nylon-fabric pannier inner bags. 16L of carrying 
capacity each, front pocket included. Handle and straps for carrying ease. Black 
embroidered Honda Wing logo on front pocket.

REAR CARRIER (35L & 45L 
TOP BOXES)
08L70-MKA-D80

Rear Carrier. Required for fitment of 35L and 45L Top 
Box and/or Panniers. Please Note, will not fit the 39L 
and 48L Top Boxes.

48L TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L48-RTB-INNER

Black nylon inner bag with stylish print, red colour zips and 
the Honda logo on its front. Front pocket that can contain 
A4 size file. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and 
carrying handle.

£50.00 £35.00

£485.00

£75.00 £50.00

£850.00 £85.00

£180.00 £35.00
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COMFORT

ACCESSORIES
NC750X

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

HEATED GRIPS KIT
08ESY-MKA-DCT16 ( DCT ) - £595.00
08ESY-MKA-MT16 - £415.00

Extremely slim heated grips with buil-in control switch to maximize the rider comfort and the 
design integration. 5 step variable heating levels and a smart heat allocation that focuses on 
the area of the hands the most sensitive to cold.Integrated circuit to protect the battery from 
draining. Special heat-resistant glue included.

Must be combined with:
- Relay Set (08A70-MGS-D30)*
- Sub Harness (08A70-MJL-D30)*
*Sold separately. 

COWL GUARD
08P71-MKA-D80

Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s fairing as well 
as providing a mount for the LED Fog Lights.

LED FOG LIGHTS KIT
08ESY-MKA-FOG

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights to mount on the front side 
pipe (included). Increase the visibility for the riders and make 
him more noticeable for the traffic surrounding him.
Must be combined with:
- Relay Set (08A70-MGS-D30)*
- Sub Harness (08A70-MJL-D30)*
*Sold separately.

12V ACCESSORY SOCKET
08E70-MKA-D80

12V DC Socket allows you to power or charge 
electrical equipment directly from the bike. 
Must be combined with:
- Relay Set (08A70-MGS-D30)*
- Sub Harness (08A70-MJL-D30)*
*Sold separately. 

KNUCKLE GUARDS
08P70-MKA-D80

Knuckle Guards deflect wind & rain away 
from the rider's hands to increase comfort.

RELAY KIT
08A70-MGS-D30

This kit is required for the installation of 
some electrical accessories.

SUB HARNESS KIT
08A70-MJL-D30

This Sub Harness is required for the installation of 
some electrical accessories.

AKRAPOVIČ TITANIUM SLIP-ON EXHAUST
08F88-MKA-900

Delivering great looks and increased performance, this street legal Slip-on 
Exhaust features laser engraved Akrapovič logo, and conforms to all exhaust 
system noise level regulations for street use. 

DCT FOOT SHIFT KIT
08U70-MGS-D51

Left foot operated ride-by-wire adjustable foot shift pedal. 
Mechanical and electric unit pre-sets for easy installation.

MAIN STAND KIT 
08M70-MGS-D30

Facilitates cleaning and rear wheel maintenance plus allows for more 
secure parking on uneven surfaces.

U-LOCK 123/217 
08M53-MEE-800

U-Lock with tamper-resistant barrel key.

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

£925.00 £170.00 £415.00

£90.00 £155.00 £15.00

£15.00

£795.00 £285.00

£175.00 £110.00
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ACCESSORIES PACKS

ACCESSORIES
NC750X

PACKS TRAVEL ADVENTURE* COMFORT LUGGAGE* TOURING

CONTENT
08HME-MKA-

TR16DCT
08HME-MKA-

TR16MT
08HME-MKA-AD16

08HME-MKA-
CO16DCT

08HME-MKA-
CO16MT

08HME-MKA-LU16
08HME-MKA-

TO16DCT
08HME-MKA-

TO16MT

45L Top Box Kit • • • • • •
29L Panniers Kit • • • • • •
LED Fog Lights Kit • • •
Cowl Guard • • • • •
Knuckle Guards • • • • •
Heated Grips for DCT • • •
Heated Grips for MT • • •
12V Accessory Socket • • • •
Main Stand Kit • • • • • • •
PRICES  £2,950.00 £2,795.00 £2,355.00 £970.00 £840.00 £1,235.00 £1,835.00 £1,680.00

* Compatible with DCT or MT versions

CROSSRUNNER
NC750X

Matt Ballistic Black Metallic Candy Chromosphere Red Glint Wave Blue Metallic Matt Pearl Glare White
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ACCESSORIES
CB500X

Brought for the first time to the Motocross enthusiasts in 
1981, the Pro-link rear mono shock system patented by 
Honda is applied on many production models such as 
the CB500X, but also on the RC213V racing in MotoGP. 

PGM FI

ABS

EURO4
EURO 4

PLRS

KEY FEATURES

HECS3

HISS

LED

LED LIGHTS

471 830cc 
Parallel Twin Litresmm

ENGINE SEAT HEIGHT FUEL TANK

17.5

Prolink: from motocross to MotoGP  
race tracks
H
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LUGGAGE

ACCESSORIES
CB500X

COMFORT

REAR CARRIER
08L71-MGZ-D80ZA

Sturdy rear carrier with integrated pillion grab rails.

35L TOP BOX 
08ESY-MJX-TBWK

35 litre Top Box designed to be operated with your CB500X 
key. This set includes the rear carrier and the base needed 
to mount the top box on the bike. The key system is also 
included.

TANK BAG
08ESY-MKP-TKB19B

Small bag specially designed to fit the CB500X tank. The bag has 2 
magnetic flaps and 2 removable straps. The kit includes 2 sets of screw 
pan, collar and plain washer and 2 adhesive protective films to protect 
the tank against scratches. Volume: 3 Litres.

FOG LIGHTS SET
08ESY-MKP-FOG19

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights with all necessary 
components for fitment to the front side pipe are included. 
Increased visibility for the rider and more noticeable for the 
surrounding traffic.

HEATED GRIPS SET
08ESY-MKP-HG19

Extremely slim heated grips which provide 360° heat around the grips. Features 
integrated control for maximum rider comfort and design integration. Features 3-step 
variable heating levels, integrated circuit to protect the battery from draining and 
smart heat allocation that focuses on the area of the hands most sensitive to cold. 
Attachment and special heat-resistant cement are also included in this set.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MKP-D80

12V Power Socket allows you to power or charge electrical equipment directly 
from the bike.

SMOKE WINDSCREEN
08R70-MKP-J80

Smoked windscreen for improved comfort 
and a sporty look. Size and shape are 
identical to the standard clear windscreen.

KNUCLE GUARDS
08P70-MJW-J80

This pair of knuckle guards will deflect
wind & rain away from the rider's  
hands for increased comfort. They also
give the CB500X the ultimate
Adventure look.

DEFLECTOR KIT
08R71-MKP-J80

Set of black left and right deflectors to protect rider's legs from wind.TOP BOX INNER BAG (35L)
08L09-MGS-D30

Black nylon bag with silver Honda wing logo on front pocket. Expandable 
from 15 to 25L. The front pocket can contain an A4-size file. Comes with 
adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle.

PLASTIC PANNIERS SET
08L70-MGZ-D80

A set of two aerodynamically shaped
panniers especially designed to look
fully integrated on the CB500X.

REAR SEAT BAG WITH ATTACHMENT
08L73-MKJ-D00

A simple and functional rear bag specifically adapted to the tapered  
shape of the rear seat. Easy attachment and stable mounting thanks  
to the attachment provided. Capacity of 15 Litres that can be expanded  
 to 22 Litres. Rain cover included. 
Dimensions in mm (W × L × H): 355 × 365 × 243

PANNIERS STAY SET
08L74-MKP-J80ZA

Robust mounting system for the Plastic Panniers Set.

£50.00

£590.00 £310.00

£125.00

£915.00 £470.00 £75.00

£80.00

£325.00

£140.00

£60.00

£105.00

£420.00
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PROTECTION

ACCESSORIES
CB500X

ACCESSORIES PACKS

FRONT SIDE PIPE
08P72-MKP-J80ZA

Improve the protection and gives a mounting for the fog lights (sold separately)

TANK PAD
08P70-MGH-J20

Helps to protect the tank from scratches.

MAIN STAND KIT 
08M70-MKP-J80

Facilitates cleaning and rear wheel maintenance, plus 
allows for more secure parking on uneven surfaces.

HONDA OPTIMATE 3
08M51-EWA-601U
Suitable for all types of 12V lead-acid batteries of rated 
capacity from 3 to 50Ah. Effective on very neglected 
batteries from as low as 2 Volts. No risk of overcharging. 
Ensured safety for vehicle electronics.

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER XL
08P34-BC2-801
Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water-resistant breathable fabric 
that allows the bike to dry while covered. Rope to tighten the cover to 
avoid fluttering. Two holes in front lower area for easy introduction of 
U-lock. Not suitable for bikes with top box and/or panniers installed.

Matt Gunpowder Black Metallic Pearl Metalloid White Grand Prix Red

PACKS COMFORT
CONTENT 08HME-MKP-CX19

Knuckle Guards •
Deflectors •
Heated Grips •
12V Accessory Socket •
Main Stand •
PRICES £ 795.00

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

CB500X

£300.00 £45.00

£165 .00 £75.00 £75.00
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Honda has developed and applied many innovative technologies for its 

motorcycle range, designed to have the greatest possible benefit for you 

and the world around you.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM
Reduces braking pressure by monitoring the wheel speed, preventing 
the wheels from locking up. 

HONDA SELECTABLE TORQUE CONTROL
If the Honda Selectable Torque Control (HSTC) system senses 
an imminent loss of rear wheel traction it reduces torque to allow 
the tyre to grip.

EURO4
EURO 4
Complies with EURO 4 emissions regulations. LED

LED LIGHTS
Brighter and more energy efficient than traditional bulbs, with no time 
delay and a longer life.

SWITCH
G

G SWITCH
Triggered by a switch on the instrument panel, G Mode improves 
traction and machine control by reducing clutch slip during gear 
changes.

SMART KEY
This innovative technology improves both convenience and security. As 
long as your key is in your pocket or bag, you can release the seat and 
start the engine with the press of a button.

HELMET STORAGE
Large storage space for a full-face helmet. 

PROGRAMMED FUEL INJECTION 
Map-type computerised system maintains strong power and responsive 
performance in all conditions.

HONDA EVOLUTIONAL  
CATALYSING SYSTEM 
Oxygen-sensing system maintains an optimal air/fuel mixture for the 
most effective catalytic reduction of exhaust emissions.

SHOWA DUAL BENDING VALVE 
Showa Dual Bending Valve forks improve ride comfort and handling 
by delivering proportional rebound damping with firmer compression 
damping.

HONDA IGNITION SECURITY SYSTEM
Only allows the bike to be started by its original encoded keys to 
effectively protect against theft.

PRO-LINK® REAR SUSPENSION
Monoshock rear suspension utilises a triangular linkage system to 
progressively increase damping force through range of rear swingarm 
movement.

HONDA MULTI-ACTION SYSTEM
Cartridge-type front fork and rear damper design ensures a confident 
balance of compliant damping and precise handling.

ALUMINIUM FRAME 
One-third the weight of steel, the aluminium frame is stiffer and lighter 
to make sure every second counts.

ELECTRIC START
Instead of kickstarting the bike electric start offers a simple
more convenient way to start the engine.

TWS RIDING MODE SELECT SYSTEM
Giving a choice of 3 riding modes; Mode 1 delivers standard
ECU maps, Mode 2 provides smoother throttle control and
Mode 3 returns a more aggressive power delivery.

HONDA 
TECHNOLOGY

HONDA DCT
DUAL CLUTCH 
TRANSMISSION

ADVENTURE DCT RANGE

2 AUTOMATIC MODES
S -Sport- For a more sporty driving style.

D -Drive- For relaxed city and highway driving.

1 MANUAL SELECT MODE
MT, with change of gear via left hand.

G SWITCH*
Improves rear wheel traction when off-road.

*Only for Africa Twin & X-ADV

FREEDOM
Ride without concerning yourself with 
the clutch lever and shift pedal, for 
smooth and seamless gear changes.

Switch between auto and manual mode 
to suit any riding environment. Eliminate 
shift shocks like an expert biker.

CONTROL

NC750XVFR1200X AFRICA TWIN X-ADVAFRICA TWIN 
ADVENTURE 

SPORTS

DCT is an automated clutch and shift operation 

system that retains the direct acceleration feel 

of a manual transmission with the ease of use of 

an automatic. DCT allows the rider to focus on accelerating, 

turning and braking, rather than gear shifting. This increases 

confidence and control for the rider. DCT technology takes 

the joy of riding and controlling your machine to the next level.
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We build the Africa Twin for adventure. And we’ve built 
Honda Adventure Roads for Africa Twin owners to ride, 
explore, and push themselves – and their motorcycles – 
to a whole new level of experience.

First, 30 riders conquered Scandinavia, taking part in an epic ride 

from Oslo to Nordkapp, Norway. Then, in 2019, came the stunning 

backdrop of South Africa and the awe-inspiring, challenging terrain 

the Africa Twin was born for.

Planning is underway for the next Honda Adventure Roads. So if 

you’re looking for an amazing, unforgettable event, the chance to 

really know what you and your Africa Twin are capable of and the 

opportunity to be led – and learn new skills – from HRC’s pro-rally 

riders while enjoying the camaraderie of like-minded souls, then 

watch this space:

Register your interest, stay tuned for news and get ready to play 

your part in writing the next chapter of Honda Adventure Roads.

HONDA
ADVENTURE 
ROADS.

W W W.HONDA ADVENTUREROADS.COM



The specif ic details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right to vary 
specif ications, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes 
may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer 
for details regarding the specif ications of any featured product. This publication shall not constitute - under any circumstances whatsoever 
- an offer by the Company to any individual. All  sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and with the benefit of the standard 
Conditions of Sale and Warranty provided by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained upon request. While efforts are made to 
ensure specif ication accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always 
immediately reflect either changes in specif ication or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised 
to discuss specif ic details with the supplying Dealer, especially if  a selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised. Please contact 
your local dealer for information and specif ications. Please note that the fuel consumption figures provided are results obtained by Honda under 
standardised testing conditions prescribed by WMTC. Tests are conducted on a roll ing road using a standard version of the vehicle with only 
one rider and no additional optional equipment. Actual fuel consumption may vary depending on how you ride, how you maintain your vehicle, 
weather, road conditions, tyre pressure, installation of accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. You accept that if  you 
do go ahead and make a purchase or enter into any kind of transaction, whether for payment or not, you did so entirely in reliance on your own 

skil l  and judgement and not on that of anyone else.

RIDE WITH STYLE Read the owner’s manual thoroughly. Get to know your machine and its capabil it ies. Concentration assists anticipation. 
Observe other road users’ movements. Brake in plenty of t ime. Always wear a helmet and quality kit,  r ide fit  and NEVER after drinking alcohol. 
Good roadcraft and courtesy identify the skil led and styl ish rider. Honda endorse the law that al l  helmet visors must comply with BS 4110. Visors 

that transmit less than 50% of visible l ight cannot legally be used on the road.

Honda Motor Europe - Motorcycles 
Cain Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1HL England

honda.co.uk

Honda Motor Europe sources 
paper responsibly from 
manufacturers within the EU.

Please don’t bin me.
Pass me on to a  
fr iend or recycle me.
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